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Motivation

Language models (LMs) at scale, such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), have been 
shown to perform few-shot learning remarkably well. They are less successful at 
zero-shot learning, however. 

For example, GPT-3’s zero-shot performance is much worse than few-shot 
performance on tasks such as reading comprehension, question answering, and 
natural language inference.



Finetuned Language Net(FLAN):

Authors leverage the intuition that NLP tasks can be described via natural 
language instructions, such as “Is the sentiment of this movie review positive or 
negative?” or “Translate ‘how are you’ into french.” 

We take a pretrained language model of 137B parameters and perform instruction 
tuning—finetuning the model on a mixture of more than 60 NLP datasets 
expressed via natural language instructions.



Few shot learning

Few shot learning uses a small group of examples from new data to learn new 
tasks. The procedure of small sample learning deals with a class of machine 
learning problems, which consists of a finite number of examples and supervisory 
information for target T.

Few shot learning is commonly used by OpenAI as GPT3 is a few-shot learner.



Zero-shot learning

Zero-sample learning is the challenge of learning modeling without using data 
labels. Zero-sample learning requires little human intervention, and the model 
relies on previously trained concepts and additional existing data. This approach 
reduces the time and effort required to tag data. Instead of providing training 
examples, zero-sample learning provides high-level descriptions of new categories 
so that the machine can relate them to existing categories that the machine 
already knows.



Zero-shot learning

Zero sample learning essentially consists of two stages: training and reasoning. In 
training, intermediate layers of semantic attributes are captured, and then in the 
reasoning phase, this knowledge is used to predict categories within a new set of 
categories. At this level, the second layer models the relationship between 
attributes and classes and uses the initial property signature of the class to anchor 
the class.



Prompt 

Prompt is designed to prompt completion of the language model, such as giving 
the first half of a sentence to generate the second half of a sentence, or filling in 
the blanks, just like doing the language Model task, and its template looks like this:



Prompt vs Instruction

Let's get rid of all the concepts in our head and think of ourselves as a model. I 
give you two tasks:

1. I took my girlfriend to a restaurant and she enjoyed it very much, because the 
restaurant was so __!

2. Identify the emotion of this sentence: You took your girlfriend to a restaurant and 
she enjoyed the meal. Choice: A= good, B= fair, C= poor

Prompt is the first, Instruction is the second.



Instruction Tuning

Instruction Tuning is to stimulate the understanding ability of the language model, 
and through giving more obvious instructions/instructions, the model can 
understand and make correct action. For example, NLI/ sorting task:



Prompt vs Instruction

Prompt also has fine tuning. After Prompt tuning, the model learns this Prompt 
mode. 

What is the difference between Prompt and Instruction Tuning after fine tuning?



Prompt vs Instruction

This is the advantage of Instruction Tuning, prompt tuning is for a task, for 
example, prompt tuning of emotion analysis task, the refined model can only be 
used for emotion analysis task. After Instruction Tuning multi-task fine-tuning, you 
can use the zero-shot for other tasks!



Experiment

After understanding the concept of Instruction Tuning, it is much clearer to look at 
the experimental method. The authors divided 62 NLP tasks into 12 classes. They 
trained on 11 of them and tested the zero-shot effect on 1, so as to ensure that the 
model had never seen such a task before, and to see if the model could really 
understand the "instruction" :



Experiment

Like Prompt, the authors design 10 instruction templates for each task, and test to 
see average and best performance



Results



Result

Unfortunately, this method only works on large models, and even degrades 
performance on small models. The author thinks that because the capacity of 
small models is limited, it is not easy to learn the knowledge of only one task:


